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The Limits of Peacebuilding:
International Regulation and Civil Society

Development in Bosnia

DAVID CHANDLER

This article questions the assumption that solutions to 'complex political emergencies'
necessitate extended long-term international regulation over the civil and political
reconstruction process. One example where international peacekeeping has extended
beyond the traditional remit of disarmament and the separation of combatants to
civilian democratization and civil society development is that of Bosnia. The limited
success of civil society development suggests that the extension of international
supervision over the Bosnian state may risk institutionalizing division and political
fragmentation. The comprehensive nature of new international peacebuilding
mandates could become counter-productive if they result in the marginalization of
locally accountable solutions.

Many commentators support the developing United Nations agenda for the
extension of international peacekeeping to include peacebuilding and a
focus on the longer-term civil dimension of conflicts.1 In the Cold War era,
UN peacekeeping operations were largely military in character and did not
set out to resolve a conflict but to keep armed factions apart to enable the
negotiation of a consensual political resolution. In the late 1980s 'a new
kind of peacekeeping evolved' extending this process to oversee the
implementation of the settlements made.2 This extension of post-settlement
regulation was formalized in the 1992 Report of the UN Secretary-General,
Agenda for Peace, in which the new concept of 'post-conflict
peacebuilding' was developed and defined as 'action to identify and support
structures which will tend to consolidate peace', including the monitoring
of elections, protection of human rights and reform of governing
institutions.3

This call for the extension of international regulation has been
concomitant with the designation of conflicts as 'complex political
emergencies', where conflict has led to the breakdown of governing
institutions and 'international intervention must extend to the
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110 INTERNATIONAL PEACEKEEPING

re-establishment of effective government'.4 Today there is little faith in
people rebuilding a post-conflict society; emergencies are seen as being 'too
complex' for (inevitably) non-Western people to handle. This sentiment lies
behind the increasing calls for the international community to take a lead in
developing long-term solutions, usually under the rubric of democratization
or the construction of civil society.

As the UN Secretary-General has noted, 'democratization is
predominantly a new area' for the UN; nevertheless it is already seen as 'a
key component of peacebuilding', addressing the 'economic, social,
cultural, humanitarian and political roots of conflict'.5 Democratization is
broadly defined by the UN to constitute a 'comprehensive approach'
covering the broad range of new peacebuilding priorities: 'top-down'
international regulation of elections, institutional development and
economic management; and also 'bottom-up' assistance to develop a
democratic political culture through civil society-building.6

Civil society development is generally viewed as involving support for
the associational sphere of interest groups which stand between the private
economic sphere and the public sphere of the state and government. A
richly pluralistic civil society, generating a wide range of interests, is held
to mitigate polarities of political conflict and develop a democratic culture
of tolerance, moderation and compromise.7 The main focus of civil society-
building has often been local non-governmental organizations (NGOs) as a
sphere for articulating needs independently of vested political interests and
involving grassroots community 'voices'. The UN's internet website
incorporates nearly 2,000 documents referring to 'civil society'. The
Secretary-General's Agenda for Development report explains:

A vigorous civil society is indispensable to creating lasting and
successful development. ... Locally based NGOs, in particular, can
serve as intermediaries and give people a voice and an opportunity to
articulate their needs, preferences and vision of a better society ... in
countries where civil society is weak, strengthening civil society
should be a major purpose of public policy.8

The discussion of civil society-building as an additional priority for
extended international peacekeeping has been sharply focused by the
conflict in former Yugoslavia. The wars of Yugoslavia's dissolution have
often been seen as the product of ethnic segmentation reflecting a lack of
civil society and leading to a failed transition to democracy.9 In Bosnia-
Herzegovina, war resulted in thousands of casualties and nearly half the
population becoming displaced or refugees, and was only brought to an end
by forceful US-led international intervention. In December 1995, the
Dayton Peace Agreement was signed. This created an independent Bosnian
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INTERNATIONAL REGULATION IN BOSNIA 111

state divided between two separate entities, the Muslim (Bosniac)-Croat
Federation, occupying 51 per cent of the territory, and the Serb-held area,
Republika Srpska (RS), occupying 49 per cent.

For the Dayton Peace Agreement to hold, many commentators argue
that civil society development should be central to international
peacekeeping mandates. Without civil society, economic reconstruction aid
is held to have little impact on political and social division within Bosnia.
Leading analysts have argued that European Union funding of over
US$2,500 per head to residents of Muslim and Croat-divided Mostar has
done little to reduce tensions and that US aid to Bosnia, amounting to
US$1,200 per head in fiscal year 1998, is creating dependency and acting as
a disincentive for Bosnians to resolve problems.10 There is similar
disillusionment with the political sphere, where influential commentators
have stated that 'elections without civil society will not produce
democracy', and that elections in Bosnia are 'deeply flawed', legitimizing
nationalist elites responsible for the war and division.11

While top-down economic and political interventions are often seen to
perpetuate social segmentation and ethnic nationalism, bottom-up support
for the sphere of civil society is held to have an empowering and
transformative content.12 It is for this reason that many peacebuilding
analysts have been critical of the short-term nature of international support
given to local Bosnian NGOs. Mark Duffield of Birmingham University,
Paul Stubbs of Leeds Metropolitan University and Ian Smillie of CARE
Canada have raised similar questions as to whether the commitment of
international organizations to civil society extends beyond fund-raising
rhetoric.13 Smillie writes that this approach undermines the potential that
NGOs have for civil society development and could therefore be a major
drawback for peacebuilding:

Donors (and many international NGOs) now characterize their interest
in supporting local NGOs as an investment in a strong, pluralist, socially
integrated civil society. And yet what has been happening in Bosnia is
something entirely different: in funding NGOs, donors have essentially
sought - and found - cheap service delivery.14

Stubbs, for example, argues that the work of Bosnian NGOs should be
evaluated not according to service delivery alone, but also in terms of civil
society-building, through an emphasis on participation as one of the
objectives 'as part of an alternative, grassroots approach to development,
starting from the empowerment of local communities'.15

There is a lively and informative international debate that raises
questions about the possible conflicts of interest between the role of local
NGOs in service provision and civil society-building. Within this, however,
the barriers that prevent local NGOs from empowering communities are
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112 INTERNATIONAL PEACEKEEPING

either located in a lack of international funding for community work or the
problems of Bosnian political culture. How top-down international
community regulation impacts on bottom-up civil society-building has not
been considered. This article investigates the possibility that these two
peacebuilding approaches may have a conflicting impact on Bosnian
society, rather than the complementary one assumed by the proponents of
extended internationally-led democratization. It further suggests that if the
comprehensive nature of peacebuilding mandates does act to constrain the
emergence of civil society peacebuilding initiatives, then the extension of
external regulation could lead towards the development of an international
protectorate rather than a peaceful self-governing democracy.

Civil Society Development

The Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) Mission
in Bosnia was restructured at the end of 1996 to enable it to carry out a more
long-term approach to peacekeeping, focusing on the challenges of creating
or restoring civil society in the region. This perspective was informed by the
consensus that peace and stability in Bosnia was 'still very much dependent
on the development of a democratic civil society'.16 The focus on civil
society, going beyond the governing institutions of the country, gave the
international community a much broader remit of involvement in Bosnian
affairs by extending the role of the OSCE under Dayton. Annex 3 of the
Dayton Peace Agreement, the Agreement on Elections, gave the OSCE the
authority to 'lay the foundation for representative government and ensure
the progressive achievement of democratic goals throughout Bosnia and
Herzegovina'.17 Under the broader interpretation of the 'spirit of Dayton'
this was now seen to include the promotion of civil society through support
for the work of Bosnian NGOs and civic groups.18

This broader remit facilitated the development of a separate
Democratization Branch, a unique step for an international institution. The
OSCE Democratization Programme for 1997 was designed to bring the
international community into a closer relationship with grassroots groups
and associations that could provide a counterpoint to the politics of the
governing authorities and nationalist parties, and through this, to open
political debate and create new opportunities for alternative voices to be
heard.19 As Jasna Malkoc, the senior coordinator for Democratization/ NGO
Development explained: 'Establishing NGOs is a first principle for
democratization. NGOs are vital for the reconstruction of civil society.
Political parties deal with majorities. It is important to address issues
without thinking about minorities and majorities'.20

The impact of this NGO development work can be seen in initiatives like
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INTERNATIONAL REGULATION IN BOSNIA 113

the Citizens' Alternative Parliament (CAP), an OSCE-supported network
for strengthening and coordinating the work of Bosnian NGOs such as the
Tuzla Citizens' Forum and Sarajevo-based Circle 99. To strengthen the
impact of the CAP, the OSCE works to develop the member organizations'
commitment to civil society and their capacity to organize initiatives in their
regions.21 Work with displaced persons' groups has also been a civil-
society-building priority for the OSCE and it has encouraged groups and
associations to support the activities of the Coalition for Return, an
information and aid network which negotiates directly with international
agencies on issues of return and economic reconstruction.22

Bosnian civil society NGOs and citizen associations have gained
international standing and the power to influence policy-making, however,
as the Democratization Branch reporting officer, Sabine Freizer,
highlighted: 'The central problem we have is how to encourage
participation' .23 On the surface it seems surprising that these groups should
have problems involving Bosnian people in their work, especially as they
are held to represent a grassroots movement for a different voice to be
heard. Adrien Marti, the Coordinator for Political Party Development,
explained the lack of popular support for the citizens' groups:

The Citizens' Alternative Parliament, the Shadow Government and
the Coalition for Return are basically the same 20 people when you
scratch the surface a little. There is really no depth to this. The
nationalist parties have a lot of good and respected people, they play
on people's fears but also deliver security and a feeling that you can
live normally. They are also much closer to the average person than
the elitist Sarajevans. The overqualified Yugoslavs are seen as elitist,
whereas the HDZ, SDS and the SDA [the leading political parties]
have members and supporters on the ground facing the same problems
as you.24

Zoran Jorgakieski, the OSCE Democratization Branch Coordinator for
Dialogue and Reconciliation, expanded on the problem:

These groups are all run by intellectuals but they have very little
influence. During the war they stayed aside and withdrew from
politics. These are the people we have to focus upon. They are a
minority, but the best, the cream of Bosnian intellectual society. They
have good relations with their colleagues across the Inter-Entity
Boundary Line. They are top intellectuals, you can't expect ordinary
people to understand them. The language they use is too complicated.
People doubt they are good patriots.25

There seems to be httle evidence that international support for civil society
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114 INTERNATIONAL PEACEKEEPING

development is having a transformative impact in either helping to
challenge support for the nationalist parties or in overcoming ethnic
segmentation and division in Bosnia. Within the OSCE, there is clear
recognition of the large gap between civil society associations funded and
supported by international institutions and the Bosnian people. For the
OSCE and the international community, this gap demonstrates the lack of a
democratic culture crucial to sustaining peace in Bosnia. While few people
are actively involved in civil society associations, leaving them
predominantly middle-class based, the main nationalist parties still easily
attain the majority of the votes in elections. In response to this gap, Adrien
Marti is advising some of the new civil society groups that became
established as political parties before the September 1997 municipal
elections to abandon electoral competition after the local polls and become
NGOs instead: 'They have no chance as political parties', he said; these
groups 'would have much more influence as NGOs and lobby groups than
as political parties with 0.001 per cent of the vote'.26

Comprehensive Peacebuilding and the Limits to Civil Society
Development

While commentators often write of the need to develop Bosnia-specific
programmes of peacebuilding, they rarely consider the broader context of
their work. Discussion about peacebuilding regularly focuses on the
problems faced by local civic groups without consideration of the impact of
the peacebuilding project's extended nature, nor of its legitimation through
a denial of Bosnian people's capacity to deal with 'complex political
emergencies'.

The advocates of the extension of peacekeeping to peacebuilding,
democratization and civil society development argue that international
organizations need to take coordinated long-term control of the political
process, and highlight the dangers of 'statism' and 'hard sovereignty',
whereby peacebuilding is entrusted to elected politicians as opposed to
international institutions.27 It is true that in Bosnia the nationalist parties
dominate the polls: however, before extended international mandates - and
further attention to the promotion of civil society alternatives - are called
for, it is worth taking a step back to consider the already existing framework
of international peacebuilding in the new state.

Since the 1995 Dayton Peace Agreement, Bosnia has been undergoing a
process of internationally imposed peacebuilding. This process has been
implemented by the major international powers, including the United States,
Britain, France, Germany and Russia, under the coordination of the Peace
Implementation Council. The plans drawn up by this body have then been
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INTERNATIONAL REGULATION IN BOSNIA 115

implemented by leading international institutions such as the UN, NATO,
OSCE, the Council of Europe, IMF, World Bank and the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development under their own mandates, creating a
network of regulating and policy-making bodies.28 Coordinating the civilian
side of this project has been the UN's High Representative for Bosnia, the
state's chief administrator with the authority to make and enforce law at both
state and entity levels and dismiss obstructive Bosnian officials.

Dayton initially established this interlocking network of international
policy-making forums as part of a one-year transition to limited Bosnian
self-government. The Dayton Agreement assumed that with state and entity
elections, run under OSCE auspices in September 1996, the external
international administration of the state would come to an end. Guarantees
of long-term stability were built into the Bosnian constitution, which gave
key regulating powers to an IMF-appointed director of the Central Bank and
to European Union-appointed judges as final arbiters of law through the
Constitutional Court. Other Dayton annexes gave the international
community further regulating powers through the establishment of key
commissions run by international appointees from the UN, OSCE, the
Council of Europe and the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development.29

Within a few months of the Dayton settlement, the Peace
Implementation Council (PIC) began to consider the prospects of extending
the international peacekeeping process and, by June 1996, was already
discussing a two-year 'consolidation period', duly ratified by the PIC in
December 1996. The UN High Representative was mandated to draw up 12-
month policy 'action plans' to be ratified and reviewed at six-monthly PIC
meetings. This meant that the newly elected state and entity governments
were reduced to little more than rubber stamps for predetermined
international policies. There was little opportunity for the elected politicians
to negotiate their own compromises on issues. Any opposition was met with
the threat to cancel donors' meetings and World Bank and IMF refusal to
release reconstruction aid. In December 1997, just one year into this
extended consolidation period, the international administration of Bosnia
became an open-ended international commitment, with no clearly defined
point at which even the limited Bosnian self-government, promised by
Dayton, could be realized.

This extended process of international regulation has involved a 'top-
down' approach to peacebuilding. Governing representatives at municipal,
canton, entity and state levels have little choice but to follow international
policy under the threat of being dismissed from their posts or having
sanctions imposed. This process extends from the tripartite presidency, from
which the Serb member, Momcilo Krajisnik, was threatened with dismissal
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116 INTERNATIONAL PEACEKEEPING

in October 1997, to the municipal level, where the September 1997 election
results were only ratified postfactum by the OSCE, not on the basis of any
electoral irregularities but on the basis of policies pursued by elected
representatives once in post. This level of external regulation has even
extended to the international take-over of the state-run television station in
Republika Srpska and the UN High Representative deciding the national
flag of the new country.

While the Bosnian politicians are fully accountable to the international
peacekeepers, there are no mechanisms making international policy-making
accountable to the Bosnian people. The International Crisis Group (ICG)
acknowledges this 'credibility gap', and its response to it serves to highlight
the diminished nature of democracy in Bosnia under Dayton. The ICG
argues that

Respect for Bosnian authorities and basic notions of reciprocity argue
for at least the degree of transparency necessary for the Bosnian
authorities and people to understand the basis for decisions, and the
decision-making processes, that so affect them. If the point of the
international encampment in Bosnia is to 'teach' democracy, tolerance
and good governance to the Bosnians then there is no better way to
start than by example.30

In this case democratic accountability is reduced to 'transparency'.
'Teaching democracy' ends up as a call for international institutions to make
widely available their future plans and policy goals for the region. This does
little to alter the fact that the Bosnian people have no active role in decision-
making, and are instead reduced to the role of passive onlookers. This level
of international regulation has given little opportunity for elected
representatives, let alone the general public, to voice their concerns or have
any input into policy-making. In a society where even elected officials and
judges have to be instructed in what the laws of their own country are and
compelled to rely on international institutions to provide translations and
guidance for them, it is unsurprising that people outside the political elites
feel excluded and marginalized from the policy-making process.31

The guarantee, promised by Dayton, of a measure of autonomy and
political self-government for the three ethnic constituencies, all of whom
are minorities in the new state, was never delivered. Far from international
peacebuilding restoring links between communities, the division between
the two entities has been increased through differential international
treatment. For example, the US has re-trained and re-equipped a separate
Federation army, and turned down RS calls for military integration. At the
same time, economic aid and reconstruction projects have been
concentrated narrowly within the Federation, with the weaker RS economy
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INTERNATIONAL REGULATION IN BOSNIA 117

receiving less than two per cent of the reconstruction aid in 1996 and less
than five per cent in 1997.

Limited political autonomy for the two entities, promised by Dayton in
order to give security to minorities fearful of domination in the new state,
has been similarly undermined by international regulation. Within the
Federation the formal divisions of power at cantonal and entity level have
not facilitated self-government; instead policy at all levels is imposed from
the top down through the Federation Forum, co-chaired by the US and UN.
Concerns of the Bosnian Serbs for equal treatment have been little assuaged
by international policy, including what is generally perceived as a selective
anti-Serb bias in The Hague war crimes tribunal; prevention by the
international community of links with Serbia, allowed under Dayton; the
extension of direct international rule over Serb-claimed Brcko; the
overruling of the RS Constitutional Court and imposition of new Assembly
elections; the international take-over of entity media prior to the 1997
elections; and a new government, established through international
intervention, which excludes the party which gained the most votes.

The lack of security caused by the stillborn nature of the self-
government proposed under Dayton would appear to be the major barrier
for cross-entity civil society groups funded by the international community.
As long as basic political security is lacking from the Dayton framework,
and there is no guarantee that entity borders or rights to land, housing or
work can be assured, opposition parties and civic groups are seen by many
as a potential threat to the status quo which is guaranteeing peaceful
coexistence. The OSCE Democratization Branch has no mandate to
question Dayton, or the tensions resulting from this lack of autonomy, and
therefore deals with symptoms rather than the underlying problems. This
has led to the problems being seen as lying with Bosnian people rather than
with the framework imposed by external peacekeepers. Once the Dayton
framework is taken out of the picture, the concerns about security are seen
as an irrational fear, either a product of nationalist propaganda, of war
trauma, or of an ethnic prejudice against other Bosnian groups.

Civil Society and the Extension of International Peacebuilding

The impetus behind the reorganization of the OSCE Bosnia Mission and the
establishment of the OSCE Democratization Branch was the international
community's plans to extend the peacebuilding mandates of the
international institutions. It was only after the first state and entity elections
that the creation of civil society became a central issue in Bosnia. During
1996 many international officials were still referring to the establishment of
joint institutions with the elections as the birth of Bosnian democracy.32 The
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118 INTERNATIONAL PEACEKEEPING

focus on civil society legitimated a unique situation. The September 1996
elections were held to have been democratic, and to have met the standards
set by the OSCE for the recognition of the results, yet they were also
declared to be not democratic enough to allow self-rule. A Democratization
Branch information document explains this apparent contradiction:

In the biggest event since the signing of the Dayton Accords, Bosnia's
citizens chose for themselves a legitimate democratically elected
system of government in September, 1996. ... Accordingly the first
foundations have been laid for Bosnia to become a democracy. Yet
even though elections are essential for the creation of a legitimate
democratic state, they are not enough to ensure that democracy in
Bosnia prevails. It is a mistake to see elections as the endpoint of
democratization. They are in fact an early stage of what remains by
definition a long term process.33

Many commentators would agree that elections can only be part of the
broader democratization and peacebuilding process; however, there would
appear to be a problem in asserting that democracy must be consolidated or
democratization completed before self-government and electoral
accountability are permitted. Civil society squares this circle by moving the
focus away from the fact that internationally-made policy is being
externally imposed on Bosnian institutions. In contrast to the UN High
Representative's office, which focuses on the practices of the governing
institutions, the essence of the community-orientated work within the
Democratization Branch is that the key to peacebuilding lies with the grass-
roots of Bosnian society.

The new grassroots approach was welcomed as a long-term international
commitment to peace, but it can also be seen as expressing a more
disillusioned approach to the prospects of self-government in Bosnia. The
success of the nationalist parties came as a shock to many of the
international peace groups and NGOs who had been arguing that ordinary
people supported a multicultural Bosnia. Before the September 1996
elections, most international agencies had assumed that tighter international
regulation over the political process would enable popular opposition
groups to gain a hold on power. Their universally poor showing created a
strong air of pessimism about the future of a united Bosnia. This
disillusionment with the choice expressed through the ballot box resulted in
a much more negative view of the capacities of the Bosnian people
themselves.

For leading officers at the Democratization Branch, the problem with
international pressure on the elected representatives was that it had only
limited effectiveness because it underestimated the problems of trying to
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INTERNATIONAL REGULATION IN BOSNIA 119

bring peace to Bosnia. Now that it seemed clear that the problems went
much deeper, forcing the elected authorities to toe the line appeared to be
just window-dressing. As the Senior Coordinator for Democratization/
NGOs explained:

The most important thing is working at ground level. Carl Bildt and
Robert Frowick [UN High Representative and head of the OSCE
Mission] can threaten more intervention, and wave the carrot and the
stick, and if they don't behave they won't get the carrot. This means
that they will do these approaches, for example, having democratic
programmes, but they don't believe in it. Nothing will change.34

The first monthly report of the new Democratization Branch identified the
obstacles to the development of democratic civil society. Naturally the fact
that the international community was, in effect, running the country was not
under consideration. All the obstacles were connected to the incapacity of
the Bosnian people in general, or specific sections of them, to act and think
in a manner suited to meet the 'challenges' of peacebuilding. For the
Bosnian elites, the problem was seen to be a lack of technical and
organizational ability. These incapacities were highlighted by the people
involved in building local NGOs in Republika Srpska, who 'continue to
struggle for funding, programme ideas and the acquisition of administrative
skills', and in leaders of opposition parties more broadly, because 'even
though the number of political parties is increasing, they are only now
beginning to receive training on how to enlarge their popular appeal' .35 The
political problems of gathering support around an alternative programme
are here reinterpreted as technical problems that the well-educated Bosnian
elites are seemingly unable to grapple with.

While the skill shortages of the elites could be overcome by training and
aid, the other obstacles, located at the level of Bosnian society in general,
were seen to be more long term. Firstly, the problem of an ethnic mentality
- 'the passive acceptance of prejudices [which] must be overcome for real
and psychological barriers to inter-ethnic reconciliation to be dismantled'.36

Secondly, the problems stemming from a lack of awareness of the workings
of a democratic society, which meant that it was difficult to make informed
choices at elections: 'The elections served as the basis for the establishment
of democratic institutions, yet more efforts are required to increase citizens'
awareness of the working and roles of their authorities, the rule of law, and
democratic rule and procedures.'37

The clear implication is that the international community has provided
the democratic institutional framework but that the Bosnian people are not
familiar enough with the workings of democracy to ensure their peaceful
functioning. Electoral results are seen to be unreliable by the OSCE and its
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partners. The OSCE chairman, Niels Helveg Peterson, for example,
condemned the defeat of the pro-Dayton party in the 1997 Assembly
elections in Republika Srpska, stating that 'the political level of this vote
was not very high'.38 The spokesman for the High Representative, Duncan
Bullivant, has argued that 'Bosnia is a deeply sick society, ill at ease with
even the most basic principles of democracy'.39 For Christian Ahlund, the
OSCE Director General for Human Rights: 'Elections are just the first
primitive stage of democracy. Political parties are still a pretty blunt form.'
He saw the OSCE's role as a 'pedagogic' one of informing Bosnian people
about international standards and 'telling them what democratization is all
about'.40 This view was supported by a senior democratization coordinator:
'Political parties are a new appearance. People don't know how to cope and
neither do their leaders, they have no political programme. People just
follow the flock. It is the same with the independent parties, people vote for
them just because they are the alternative.'41

The disparaging attitude towards ordinary people, 'the flock', was not
even diminished when they voted for opposition parties because it was
assumed that they were not capable of making an independent judgement.
The widespread acceptance of this perspective amongst the NGO
peacebuilding community was illustrated by the Helsinki Citizens'
Assembly organizer in Sarajevo, who explained that the people had no
democratic experience and were used to 'living under a strong hand', and
that this lack of democratic education had to be challenged through NGOs
'teaching people how to behave and to know right from wrong'. She
illustrated the problem her NGO faced with a joke: 'The opposition party
leader asks the peasant why he is not going to vote for him. The peasant says
that he will vote for him. The opposition leader asks "When?". The peasant
says "When you get in power".'42

Often the analogies about democracy tend to involve uneducated
peasants as the symbol of ordinary people. One of the leading officers of the
Democratization Branch went further, to the extent of openly arguing that
Bosnian people not supportive of civil society peacebuilding initiatives
must still be caught up in the backward ideology of feudalism. At the OSCE
in Sarajevo, Jasna Malkoc, one of the activists whose ideas lay behind the
initiation of the Democratization Branch, explained that democratization
would be a long process of changing the culture of the majority of the
Bosnian people in order to 'implement the concept of individualism':

The lack of democratic values stems from the divisions of the Austro-
Hungarian Empire, which instilled individualistic ideas. Areas outside
the empire had feudalist systems which continued as communist
structures. Serbia is feudalist, Croatia is individualist. Bosnia is in-
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between and the division is between urban, individualist areas and
peasant, feudal areas. For example, Banja Luka [in Republika Srpska]
is urban and is influenced by the West and Croatia.43

A similar perspective that emphasizes the long-term problems of civil
society construction is the psycho-social approach, also pursued by the
Democratization Branch. Using this framework, some of the main barriers
to building civil society in Bosnia are thought to be psycho-social problems.
Many peacebuilders judge much or even most of the population to be unable
to see the gains of a civil society approach due to the impact of their roles
as victims or as passive supporters of human rights violations during the
war.44 This approach puts psycho-social work at the centre of strategies for
peace because 'these persons may offer special resistance to confidence-
building, dialogue and reconciliation efforts due to the victims' mistrust,
isolation, demoralization and anger. Due to symptoms of victimization, they
are also less likely to be willing to take on new responsibilities as active
members of civil society.'45

Even its advocates admit that this work is 'entering new territory' where
'not much theory exists' in relation to psycho-social projects.46 However,
these doubts do not figure highly for the Democratization Branch. Its Semi-
Annual Report states categorically that 'trauma symptoms have become an
obstacle to the implementation of the General Framework Agreement for
Peace and the development of pluralistic society in Bosnia'.47

Central to the OSCE Democratization Branch's approach is the
understanding that the Bosnian population, 'damaged' or 'traumatized' by
the war and the transition from one-party state regulation, is not capable of
acting independently or making choices between 'right and wrong'. Taking
over the language of empowerment from the psycho-social counselling
work being developed in the war, the new focus is on the capacity of
individuals for peacebuilding as opposed to that of governments. This
means that the broader framework of political and economic regulation is
ignored. If anything, the Democratization Branch work of civil society-
building from the bottom up is more invidious to democracy than the
enforced international administration, because it implicitly assumes that
Bosnian people are 'damaged' and incapable of rational choice. Once the
capacity of Bosnian people as rational political actors is negated, whether
this is understood as due to feudalism, to ethnic identity or to war trauma,
there is no reason for the international peacebuilding administration of the
new state to be seen as temporary or 'transitional' or for self-government
and democracy to be seen as preferable.

At the end of the day, the extended peacebuilding approach not only fails
to build support for political alternatives, it also provides carte blanche for
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the international administrators to override democratic processes, on the
grounds that Bosnian voters are not responsible enough to have the rights
granted to citizens in Western states. The implication of this approach is the
end of formal democracy, of legitimacy through accountability to the
electorate. Democracy is redefined as its opposite, adherence to outside
standards, not autonomy and accountability. As Klaus Kinkel openly
confirmed, in December 1997, the international community has little
hesitation in moving to make decisions contrary to the will of the Bosnian
people.48 High Representative Carlos Westendorp illustrated the new logic
of this reversal of democratic accountability, when overruling elected
Bosnian representatives on the grounds that, in his opinion, 'they have a
wrong perspective. They are not serving their population properly.'49

Conclusions

There is little disagreement that the lack of security is the main political
resource of the leading nationalist parties.50 It seems entirely possible that
the extent of peacebuilding regulation over Bosnian life, the denial of self-
government at local and state levels, and with this the inability of Bosnian
political actors to negotiate their own solutions and give constituents a level
of accountability for policy-making, is perpetuating a political climate
unconducive to the development of political alternatives. For civil society to
have the space to develop, and for alternative opinions to gain a broader
audience, the basic questions of political self-government and security for
entity borders would have to be settled.51

With the indefinite extension of international peacebuilding mandates
over Bosnia, there seems to be little prioritization of self-government. The
OSCE's Democratization Branch has no way of assessing whether their
civil society development strategy has had limited success due to the impact
of extended international regulation or to purely local factors which have so
far been immune to international peacebuilding initiatives. According to
Siri Rustad, deputy to the Head of Mission for Democratization:

We can't say for definite that any particular activity in itself has
changed anything. We propose a set of different activities but then
measure them on other levels - the running of institutions, the role of
NGOs, the views of the Peace Implementation Conference etc. We
don't have a broader theoretical approach at all. That's how the
Mission works - it's concerned with practical results.52

The lack of any way of accounting for the success or failure of civil society
peacebuilding projects means that the assumption of officers that there are
long-term cultural barriers to democracy and peace is never an issue. Once
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extended peacebuilding mandates ignore the impact of international
decision-making and the removal of local accountability, mission
assessment becomes a subjective exercise in the measurement of attitudes
and culture. The lack of progress only reinforces the idea that the people are
too backward or traumatized to be able to cope with political choices. The
solution then is not to question the theoretical framework which informs the
approach of top-down imposition and bottom-up empowerment, but to
tinker with the programmes and call for more resources. As the process
continues a vicious circle is created in which the Bosnian people are seen to
be less capable of political autonomy and the international community
appears ever more necessary to guarantee peaceful and democratic
development.
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